Vocabulary List 9: Tone/Attitude Words Pt. 2

All are adjectives

1. derisive-- rude, degrading, argumentative
2. amused-- fun, light
3. bitter-- ill will toward the subject
4. cautious-- with hesitation
5. analytical-- seeking to examine or understand
6. sympathetic-- feeling pity for the topic/person
7. callous-- thoughtless and abrasive
8. detached-- removing the person from the topic
9. incredulous-- doubtful
10. resigned-- accepting despite initial objection

These tones can apply to people, their tone/attitude, or text/words/speech

The resigned man....

My mother's cautious tone...

Reading the derisive text message...
Grammatical component:

Write one sentence per word, and use a complex sentence.

IC no comma DC.

The sympathetic man gathered some blankets in his garage to make a bed after he saw the dog sleeping on his deck,

DC with Commas IC.

When the sympathetic man saw the dog sleeping on his deck, he gathered some blankets in his garage to make a bed.